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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we consider the scattering problem by a locally perturbed half-plane, 
which can be reformulated as an exterior obstacle problem. However, the new obstacle is a bounded 
domain with nonsmooth boundary. By using the generalization of Green's theorem to nonsmooth 
domain, we obtain that the obstacle is uniquely determined by the far field pattern. (~ 2004 Elsevier 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of scattering from a rough surface has drawn increased attention in recent years 
due to its importance in various areas of optics, radiowave propagation, and radar techniques 
(see [1-5]), and has been studied extensively by many authors using numerical or analytic meth- 
ods (see [6-8]). However, some people have undertaken a rigorous mathematical research. In 
1998, Chandler-Wilde and Zhang established some existence and uniqueness results to the direct 
scattering problem (see [1,5]), but very few results can be found to the corresponding inverse 
scattering problems. The reason for this is that the inverse scattering problem is inherently non- 
linear, and more seriously from the point of view of numerical computation, improperly posed. 
As we know, the most important question to the inverse scattering problem is uniqueness, i.e., 
in what conditions the shape (or some parameters) of the scatterer can be uniquely determined. 
• b the bounded obstacle (with smooth boundary), some important uniqueness results are stated 
in the books [2,3,9] and the references therein. 
In this paper, we consider the scattering problem for a locally perturbed half-plane, which can 
be used to model the scattering of time-harmonic electromagnetic waves by an infinitely tong 
cylinder (see [8]). The question in which we are interested, is the uniqueness of the corresponding 
inverse scattering problem. For the sake of simplicity, we just consider the two-dimensional 
inverse scattering problem where one wants to determine the shape of a local perturbation of a 
perfectly conducting plate from a knowledge of the far field pattern. 
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The problem is reformulated as an exterior obstacle problem for a symmetric domain and we 
try to use the classical methods to study the inverse scattering problem. We can imagine that 
the obtained symmetric domain has corners. So, in some sense, it's hard to have some uniqueness 
results to the inverse scattering problem. Here, we use the generalization f the Green's theorem 
to domain with nonsmooth boundary (see [10-12]), and some ideas in our paper [13] to obtain a 
uniqueness result. 
The research is important, for example, in the study of thin coatings in optics and, at a very 
different wavelength scale, in the propagation of radar or radio waves over the surface of the sea 
or irregular terrain. A variety of approximate and numerical techniques are employed to compute 
solutions to rough surface scattering problems. We can refer to [3] and [4]. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give the precise formulation of this 
scattering problem and reformulate it as an exterior Dirichlet problem for a symmetric domain 
with corners. The integral equation method can be used to get the existence and uniqueness of 
the solution to the direct scattering problem (see [2-4,14-17]) and some remarks will be given in 
this section. 
We state our main result and its proof in Section 3. 
2. THE D IRECT SCATTERING PROBLEM 
The scattering of time-harmonic electromagnetic waves by an infinitely long cylinder with a 
perfectly conducting boundary is modeled by a Dirichlet problem for the Helmholtz equation (the 
corresponding background can be found in paper [8]). Then, writing E = (0, 0, u) with a scalar 
function u = U(Xl, x2) the Maxwell equations are equivalent to the Helmholtz equation 
Au+k2u=O,  (1) 
where A is the Laplacian in R 2 and k > 0 is the positive wavenumber. 
The perfect conductor boundary condition, i.e., the vanishing of the tangential component of 
the electric field at the boundary, is equivalent to the Dirichlet condition u -- 0 at the boundary. 
Let F be a smooth arc contained in the upper half-plane R 2 = {(xl, x2): x2 _> 0} c R 2, such 
that only its two end points A+ = (a+,0) and A_ = (a_,0), with a+ > a_ lie on the boundary 
OR 2. Denote F_ := {(zt,0): -c~ < xl < a_} and F+ := {(Xl,0) : a+ < xl < c~} and let De be 
the unbounded omain above ODe := F_ U F U F+. 
We assume that the tangent lines to r at the end points A_ and A+ are not parallel to OR2+, 
and use x p = (X l , -x2)  to denote the reflection of x = (xl,x2) about the line 0R~_, i.e., about 
the xl-axis.  
The total field about the perturbed half-plane is 
u = u ~ + uP + u s, (2) 
F_ 
De 
S-  
A_ 0 A+ 
r+ 
Figure 1. Our problem. 
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where u ~ = e ikz 'd  is the incident field (plane wave) with d a unit vector describing the direction 
of propagation, and u p = -e  ikz 'dp  is the solution of the scattering problem for the half-plane. 
So, u(x) satisfies the Helmholtz equation, 
Au + k2u = O, in De, (3) 
and the Dirichlet boundary condition, 
u = 0, on OD~. (4) 
The unknown scattered field u s is required to satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition, 
lim r 1/2 ( Ous ) ~ \0r  - iku~ =0 '  r=]x l ,  (5) 
uniformly, for all directions ~ = x/Ix [ in the upper half fl+ :-- {(xl, x2) E fl : x2 _> 0} of the unit 
circle := {x e Ixl = 1}. 
After renaming the unknown function, problem (3)-(5) is a special case of the following Dirich- 
lelL problem. 
Given f e C(r)  and f (A_)  = f(A+) = 0, find a solution u E C2(D~) N C(D~), satisfying 
Au + k2u = 0, in De, 
u = f, on F, (6) 
u = 0, on ODe\F, 
and the Sommerfeld radiation condition, 
lira rl/2(O-~rr-iku ) --0, 
T---> OO 
T= Ixl, (7) 
uniformly, for all directions ~ = x/[x I in ~+. 
We use F p := {x p : x E F} to denote the reflection of P about OR2+, i.e., about the xl-axis. 
Then, we have a bounded omain D after reflection, and FUF p is the boundary OD of the domain, 
in general, which has two corners at A_ and A+ with interior angles from the interval (0, 2~r). 
Now, we can consider the following exterior Dirichlet problem. 
Given a function f e C(OD) with f(x) -- - f (x  p) for x e OD, find a solution u C C2(R2\~[)) CI 
C(R2\D) to the Helmholtz equation, 
Au + k2u = 0, in R2\D, (8) 
with the boundary condition, 
u = f, on OD, (9) 
and the Sommerfeld radiation condition, 
rl/2 ( O_~ - iku~ =0, r = lx,, (10) lim 
T-- ->OO \ ur / 
uniformly, for all directions ~ = x/[x] on the unit circle ~2. 
REMARK. By Rellich's lemma, the exterior Dirichlet problem (8)-(10) has, at most, one solution, 
see [3, Theorem 3.7]. 
LEMMA 2.1. A solution for problems (6) and (7) can be defined to be a solution to (8)-(10) via 
the reflection u(x) = -u(xP). Conversely, if u is a solution of (8)-(10), after choosing f to be odd 
with respect o x2 and the symmetry of the domain D, then, u is also a solution of (6) and (7). 
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PROOF. If u(x) is a solution of (6) and (7), then, we have 
Au + k2u = 0, in De (11) 
and 
f f, on F, 
U(X) 
0, on OD~\F. (12) 
We denote by De p, the reflection of the domain De about OR2+, i.e., about the Xl-axis. After 
reflecting the solution u(x), i.e., u(x) -- -u(x p) or u(xQ = -u(x), we define 
u(x), x e Dr, 
U(x) = -u(xP), x e D~. (13) 
It is easy to check that U(x) is a solution of (8)-(10). 
Conversely, suppose that u(x) is a solution of (8)-(10), i.e., 
Au + k2u : 0, in R2\.D, (14) 
with boundary condition, 
f f (x), x e F, (~) U (15) / - f  (xP), x E F p. 
Now, define 
. (x) = -u  ( : ) ,  ( is )  
and, we have 
Av + k2v = 0, in R2\D. (17) 
When x E F, then, x p E F p, so 
u (x") = - f  (x), (18) 
that is, 
v (x) = f (x). (19) 
On the other hand, if x E F p, then, x p C F, so 
u ( : )  = f (x"), (20) 
that is, 
v (x) = - f  (xP). (21) 
Hence, v(x) satisfies the boundary condition, 
S f (x), x e r, 
V(X) (22) / - f  (xP), x C F p. 
From the above discussion, we conclude that u(x) and v(x) have the same boundary condition 
on OD. The unique result to (8)-(10) implies that v(x) -_- u(x), i.e., 
v (~) = -~ (x . ) ,  for all • e R 2 \ D.  (23) 
So, u(x) is a solution of (6) and (7). The proof of the lemma is completed. II 
However, to problem (3)-(5), if we define 
(~) = ~ (~) - : = ,~ (~) - P~ ' :  + e ~~ (24) 
then, A~(x) + k2~(x) = 0 in R2\D and on the boundary ~(x) = 0. We can reformulate our 
problem in the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 2.1. Our problem (3)-(5) is equivalent to find ~ e C2(R 2 \ D) N C(R 2 \ D), such 
that 
+ k2e = o, R \ D, (25) 
= O, on OD, (26) 
and u = ~ + f (where / = -u  ~ - u p = e ikx 'dp  - e idx 'd )  satisfies the radiation condition, 
r - -+oo  
= I l, (27) 
uniformly, for all directions ~ = x/]x I. 
:In the following discussion, we will focus on the problem (25)-(27). In fact, we can use the 
integral equation method to get the existence and uniqueness ofthe solution of problem (25)-(27). 
Although r is a smooth arc, the boundary OD of the domain D is not so smooth. In general, 
there are two corners at A_ and A+. 
F 
A_ ~ ~ A +  
FP 
Figure 2. Bounded omain. 
The single- and double-layer potentials can be used to construct the solution of problem (25)- 
(27), and the jump relations imply that we have a boundary integral equation finally. However, 
the kernel of the integral equation at the corners no longer remains weakly singular, and the 
normal vector is discontinued at the corner. The skills in books [2,3] can be used to discuss the 
corresponding integral equations. 
3. INVERSE SCATTERING PROBLEM 
In fact, to problem (25)-(27), the scattered wave u(x) has the asymptotic behavior 
e ~k'~' (1 )  
u (x) = + o , [xl oo, (2s) 
uniformly, in all directions ~: = x/ lx [. The function u~(~) defined on the unit circle fi is known 
as the far field pattern or scattering amplitude. 
To emphasize the dependence of u~ on the propagation direction d, we also denote it by 
u¢~(~, d, k), where ~, d e gl, the unit circle in R 2. 
For the inverse problem, the following data are given. 
DATA. k E [a, b] (with a, b > 0) is a known positive constant and the far field pattern u~(~) = 
u¢~(Sc, d,k) is known, for all ~, d E ~. 
The inverse problem is to recover the boundary OD (OD = F U Y p) from the knowledge of 
uc~(&, d, k) and incident wave u i. In the paper, the following uniqueness result will be proved. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that k is any known positive constant with k E [a,b] (a,b > 0), for 
problem (25)-(27), the boundary OD is uniquely determined by the far field pattern u~(~, d, k) 
known~ for all ~, d E £1. 
Assume that there are two obstacles D1 ~ D2, which lead to the same far field pattern 
uoo(~,d,k) known, for all ~, d E f/. We will derive a contradiction (Hence, the corresponding 
boundary F1 and F2 are the same, where OD1 = F1 U F~ and OD2 = F2 U F2P.) 
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Our proof is inspired by the paper by l~amm [12], which uses a generalization of Schiffer's 
method. A main ingredient is a nonsmooth version of Green's theorem. First~ we define some 
notations. 
D12 = D1 U D2, D 12 = D1 n D2, Dri2 = R2\D12, (29) 
F12 = 0D12, I "12 -- OD 12, Ds = D12\D 12. (30) 
Assume uj (j -- 1, 2) are solutions of (25)-(27) corresponding to the obstacles Dj (j = 1, 2), 
and have the same far field pattern, i.e., Ulo~(~, d, k) = u2oo(~, d, k). Then, by Rellich's lemma 
(see [3]), we have 
ul (x) __ us (x), in D~2. (31) 
For the sake of simplicity, we define 
y := (x)  = (32) 
in the domain D~2. 
From the corollary 2.1 and (24), we have 
u (x) = v (x) - / = v (x) + e - e (33) 
is the same in D~2 with respect o the two domains D1 and D2. 
The function U(x) can be continued analytically as a solution of (25)-(27) in the domain D3, 
because ither ul or u2 is defined in the domain D3, except possibly on OD1 Q OD2. 
By using the boundary conditions of ul and u2, we have U(x) = 0 on the boundary of Da. 
REMARK. In the following discussion, we will use Uj to denote the solution corresponding to the 
wave number k i (any kj E [a, b]) extended to the domain Da. 
Figure 3. Inverse problem. 
However, we note that D3 is, in general, not smooth (see Figure 3), and indeed, not even 
Lipichitz. Thus, to complete the proof, we need the generalization f Green's formula to domains 
with nonsmooth boundary (see [12]). Before we state this result, we recall some relevant concepts. 
DEFINITION 3.1. (See [10,11].) The space BV(D)  of functions of bounded variation on D c R n 
consists of locally integrable functions on D whose first-order partial derivatives, in the sense of 
distributions, are (signal) measures with finite total variation. 
DEFINITION 3.2. (See [10].) A set D C R n is said to have finite perimeter if the characteristic 
function x(D) belongs to BV(D).  The perimeter is then defined to be the total variation of 
Vx(D). 
It's obvious that the normal vector is not continuous at the corner points. However, the classical 
integral equation methods till can be used to discuss the problem (with nonsmooth boundary). 
From the books [2,3], we know that a very small ball centered at the corner point with radius r is 
defined for consideration. When the r is chosen such that the function (x, y) -~ V(Y)" (Y - x) does 
not change its sign, for all (x, y) in the neighborhood of the corner point, then, the corresponding 
integral operator can be controlled. The discussion gives us some ideas to define the normal unit 
vector for the nonsmooth boundary. 
For fixed x, 3' E R n (in this paper n = 2), 3' ~ 0, we denote A ± := {Yl ± (Y - x) • 7 > 0} and 
A °={y]  (y -x ) .7=0}.  
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DEFINITION 3.3. 
of Federer, ff 
(See [10].) A unit vector 7 is a normal to OD at the point x e OD in the sense 
lim p-nl~ (D n Bp (x) n A +) = 0 
p--~0 
(34) 
and 
lim p-~In (D' A Bp (x) N A-)  = 0, (35) 
p---*0 
wJhere In/s the Lebesgue measure, Bp(x) is the ball central at x with radius p, and D' = R~\D. 
The following definition is about "reduced boundary," which will be used in the proof of the 
main result, (see [10,12]) .
DEFINITION 3.4. The set of points x 6 0D for which the normal, in the sense of Federer, exists 
is called the reduced boundary of D and is denoted by O* D. 
We recall the following results. 
LEMMA 3.1. f fa  set D has finite perimeter and the boundary OD has full (n - 1)-dimensional 
Hausdorff measure, then, the normal in the sense of Federer/s defined almost everywhere on OD 
with respect o the (n - 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure. 
THEOKEM 3.2 GREEN'S THEOREM FOR NONSMUCH DOMAIN. (See [12]). Let D3 be a domain 
~ith finite perimeter and let ¢ be a function defined on D3 whose first-order derivatives are in 
the space BV(D3), such that the/r rough traces are summable on this reduced boundary O'D3 
olD3 with respect o the (n -  1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Then, we have 
/D V '¢ (x )  dX= ~o ¢(x ) .7 (x )  ds(x),  (36) 
3 *Ds 
where y(x) is the normal vector on 0"I)3. 
Now, we can prove our main result. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. Consider the function 
¢ := UlV02 - 02VU1, (37) 
where Uj is the solution of (25)-(27) corresponding to the wave number kj (any kj e [a, b]) 
extended to the domain Da. 
It is a standard result that D3 has finite perimeter (see [10,12]). Also, as solutions to the 
Helmholtz equation in domains with smooth boundaries, Uj 6 Hi(D3) and 
V-¢  = U1A02 - U2~U1 = (k~ - k~) U1U~. (38) 
It follows that U102 6 LI(Da) and V- ¢ is a signed measure on D3. We can check that ¢ has a 
summable rough trace on O*Da (see [10]). 
Hence, by Theorem 3.2, we have 
/D (UIA02- O=AUI) dx= (k2-k~) /D U, U2dx=O (39) 
3 S 
as Uj satisfies the Dirichlet boundary condition (26) on the reduced boundary 0*03. This implies 
that the functions Uj corresponding to different wave number kj are orthogonal in the Hilbert 
space L=(O3). Now, by Rellich's lemma, as u~(.,d, kj) are distinct, so are Uj. 
This contradicts the separability of L=(O3). We conclude that 
D1 --- D2. (40) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. | 
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